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ABSTRACT
In Twitter, a user follows other users for various purposes,
e.g., for information gathering, for personal communication,
and for reading a chat by celebrities. As a result, the inten-
tion of followers behind follow links is different from case to
case. We classify follow links in Twitter based on the fol-
lowers’ intention along with three classification axes: user-
orientation, content-orientation, and mutuality. The combi-
nation of these three axes covers most major types of fol-
lowers’ intention found in Twitter. We collected 1760 Twit-
ter follow links through a questionnaire and we found that
(1) user-orientation and content-orientation have weak pos-
itive correlation, and user-orientation also has weak posi-
tive correlation with mutuality, but content-orientation has
no correlation with mutuality, (2) content-oriented follows
are more frequent than user-oriented follows even among
communication-oriented users, and (3) the users have no
clear intention for more than 20% of their follow links. We
then constructed classifiers with various features of the fol-
lowee, the follower, and their relationship. We also devel-
oped a method of classifying “lists” in Twitter into informa-
tion lists and community lists, and used the types of lists in-
cluding the followee. Our experiments show that (1) no sin-
gle property is a prominent discriminator, and (2) classifica-
tion accuracy for follow links by information-gathering users
are higher than that for communication-oriented users.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval
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1. INTRODUCTION
Twitter is a micro-blogging service where users can post

short messages, which are called tweets. The most distinc-
tive feature of Twitter is its mechanism of “follow”. If some
user follows other users, all tweets by them are retrieved in
real time, and are shown to the follower user in a list sorted
in the reverse chronological order. This list is called the
“timeline” of the follower user. In this paper, we call those
who follow some user followeRs of the user, and we call those
whom some user follows followeEs of the user. (We avoid
using the word “friends” to mean followeEs because we use
it in the ordinary meaning, i.e., to mean “personal friends.”)

Unlike user-linking functions in other social network ser-
vices (SNSs), following to a user does not require the permis-
sion by the followeE, and does not necessarily imply recip-
rocal relationship. The mechanism of follow makes Twitter
more flexible than ordinary blogs or discussion forums. Each
Twitter user can organize tweets by others into one’s time-
line, while posts to blogs and discussion forums are shown
with fixed structure only on the corresponding Web pages.

The mechanism of follow is, to some extent, similar to RSS
(RDF Site Summary) subscription. Many RSS feed readers
allow a user to organize feeds from various RSS sources into
a timeline as in Twitter. RSS is, however, cannot be used as
a SNS. In Twitter, a user can see others’ followeEs, and add
them to his followeEs to extend his network, but RSS users
cannot see what RSS sources other users are subscribing.

Although Twitter is different from these existing services
as explained above, one can use Twitter as light-weighted
substitutes for them [9]. By using Twitter, one can follow
news media accounts for gathering information as with RSS
readers, can follow celebrities for reading their chats as in
blog services, can follow personal friends for daily conversa-
tion as in SNSs, and can follow technical experts for partic-
ipating discussions led by them as in discussion forums.

1.1 Why is Link Classification Important?
As Twitter is used in various purposes as explained above,

the intention of followers behind follow links differs from case
to case. Information on their intention is useful in various
applications, e.g., user recommendation [6, 28], link predic-
tion [26, 7, 3], and information diffusion analysis [18, 10].

For example, some studies proposed Twitter user recom-
mendation methods based on topic similarity between users
[6]. If the target user follows some users because he is in-
terested in the information in their tweets, we should rec-
ommend other users whose tweets are similar. On the other
hand, if the target user follows some users because he is a fan



of them, or if it is because they are friends, then it does not
make sense to recommend other users with similar tweets.
On the other hand, some studies proposed Twitter user

recommendation methods based on collaborative filtering [6,
2]. In collaborative filtering, we recommend users followed
by users who are similar to the target user. Two users are
similar iff they share many followeEs. For example, sup-
pose the target user follows many users who are his per-
sonal friends, and there is a user who also follows many of
them. That user must be in the same circle of friends as
the target user, and the collaborative filtering method rec-
ommends users followed by that similar user. In this case, if
the recommended user is a friend of the similar user, this rec-
ommendation is reasonable. However, if the recommended
user is a famous actress, and the similar user follows her
because he is a fan, this recommendation may not be rea-
sonable. The target user and the similar user are similar in
their friend links but may not be similar in their fan links.
Recently, Backstrom and Leskovec [3] proposed a method

of predicting and recommending links in social networks
based on supervised random walks. In order to estimate
the probabilities that the target user will follow other users,
they first assign various transition probabilities to existing
follow links, run a random walk starting from the target
user, and compute the probability that the random walk
visits each user. For example, suppose the target user A
follows A’s close friend B, and B follows B’s close friend C.
We then assign high transition probabilities to the links A-B
and B-C, and the probability that a random walk starting
from A visits C is high. In this case, A is, in fact, likely to
follow C. On the other hand, if A follows B because B is an
authoritative source on some topic, and C is a close friend of
B, then the probability that A will follow C is not as high as
in the previous case. Models based on a graph with a single
type of edges, however, cannot distinguish these cases.

1.2 Our Classification Scheme and Method
As shown in the examples above, classification of follow

links according to the followers’ intention is important in
various applications. There are many ways to classify them,
but we adopt a classification scheme we recently proposed
in [22]. It consists of the following three classification axes:

1. user-orientation,
2. content-orientation, and
3. mutuality.

User-orientation means whether the follower is interested
in the followeE user itself, and content-orientation means
whether the follower is interested in specific information in
tweets. Notice that these two factors are not exclusive. Mu-
tuality means whether the follower expects to have mutual
communication with the followeE. The meanings of these
axes are explained in Section 3 in more detail. By combin-
ing these three axes, we can classify links into 8 types, which
can represent most major types of follow links found in real
Twitter data and the literature [11, 9, 13, 27, 25].
We conducted experiments on classification of Twitter fol-

low links by using SVMs (support vector machines) and de-
cision trees. We used properties of followeEs, properties
of followeRs, and properties of their relationship. We also
used information on “lists,” which is a function of Twitter
for grouping one’s followeEs. This paper reports our several
findings in the experiments.

2. RELATED WORK
Recently, Aiello et al. [1] has proposed a classification

scheme for social interactions. They classify social interac-
tions into three types: status exchange, knowledge exchange,
and social support. Although these three types and our
three axes do not perfectly coincide, they share some ideas.
For example, their concept of knowledge exchange is related
to our concept of content-orientation. They, however, clas-
sify each social interaction, while we classify each follow link,
through which various interactions are exchanged over time.
Moreover, their three types are exclusive categories, while
our three axes are independent classification axes.

There have also been studies on Twitter user classifica-
tion based on their purposes. Kwak et al. [13] reported that
Twitter is used not only as SNSs but also as a media for dis-
seminating/gathering information. Java et al. [9] proposed
a method of determining purposes of Twitter users, i.e., why
each user uses Twitter. There are also studies on the detec-
tion of a specific type of users, e.g., detecting spam users [15,
21], finding topic-specific influential users [24], or classifying
users into human users, bots, and cyborgs [5]. These studies
classify users, while we classify each follow link. In Twitter,
two follow links by a single user, or two follow links to a
single user, may have different link types.

There are also studies on tweet classification. Sankara-
narayanan et al. [19] proposed the classification into those
including news and others, and Sriram et al. [20] classify
tweets into the following five categories: news, events, opin-
ions, deals, and private messages. Tweet classification is
more related to the purpose of the users posting the tweets,
rather than to the intention of the followers.

There have been some studies on classification of links
in SNSs, e.g., classification into positive links and negative
links [16, 17, 12]. Their target is, however, Wikipedia and
message boards like Slashdot, where negative links are fre-
quent. In our survey, we found no negative links in Twitter.

Chen et al. [4] and Hopcroft et al. [8] studied the prob-
lem of predicting reciprocity between Twitter users. In [4],
reciprocity is defined based on the number of exchanged mes-
sages, and in [8], it simply means if they follow each other.
On the other hand, mutuality in this research is defined
based on the subjective intention of the follower. In our
definition, even if two users follow each other, if their inten-
tion is not to have mutual communication, the follow does
not have mutuality. This is often the case because there are
many Twitter accounts that automatically follow back to all
the followers. On the contrary, even if two users do not ex-
change many messages, if the purpose of the follower is to
have mutual communication, that follow link has mutuality.

3. THREE CLASSIFICATION AXES
In this section, we explain our three axes in more detail.
The two most common purposes of “ordinary” Twitter

users are conversation with friends and information gath-
ering from information sources [9, 13]. [9] also reported that
users join communities composed of reciprocal follow links
either for sharing daily experience or for discussing specific
topics with users sharing some common interests.

In Twitter, there are also “elite” users. Wu et al. [25]
classifies elite users into celebrities, media, organizations,
and prominent bloggers. Followers of celebrities, such as pop
idols, usually follow them not because they expect specific



Figure 1: Major link types plotted in our classifica-
tion space [22].

useful information, but simply because they are fans of them.
On the other hand, users who follow news media are usually
interested in information in their tweets. Recently, many
organizations also have Twitter accounts. Users follow them
because they expect information on some specific topics on
which the organizations are the authorities. There are also
many prominent bloggers who have many followers because
their tweets include useful information on specific topics.
There are also special kinds of users. “Spammers” ran-

domly follow many users just for obtaining “follow-backs”
and distributing advertisement [15, 21]. “Socializers” also
follow many users no matter who they are, just to extend
their network. Some information source users also “follow-
back”to all the followers in order to keep them. According to
our questionnaire to Twitter users, which will be explained
later, there are also many follow links without clear reasons.
They are not an exhaustive list, but as long as these major

link types are concerned, we can distinguish them by using
combination of our three classification axes, i.e., (1) user-
orientation, (2) content-orientation, and (3) mutuality.
User-orientation means whether the follower is interested

in the followeE user itself. If a user follows some user and
it cannot be replaced with other users whose tweets are very
similar, that follow link is user-oriented. For example, when
a fan follows some pop idol, the fan probably does not want
to follow another user whose tweets are very similar to the
idol. Follow links to friends are also user-oriented.
On the other hand, content-orientation means whether the

follower is interested in specific information in the tweets. If
a user follows some user but the original reason of the follow
would be lost once the followeE stopped tweeting about a spe-
cific topic, that follow link is content-oriented. For example,
if a user follows an expert on Web technologies who often
tweets about latest Web technologies, and if the user would
have no reason to follow the expert once he stopped tweeting
about Web technologies, that follow link is content-oriented.
Follow links to news media are also usually content-oriented.
Notice that user-orientation and content-orientation are

not exclusive. For example, suppose a user follows bbcbusi-
ness because he thinks it is the most reliable. He does not
want to switch to other similar news media, and will not fol-
low bbcbusiness if it stops tweeting about business news.
That link is both user-oriented and content-oriented.
Mutuality means whether the follower expects to have mu-

Table 1: Features Used for Follow Link Classification
category features

(A) # of followeEs, followeRs, reciprocal follows, lists,
followeE reciprocal followeR ratio, reciprocal followeE ratio,

proportion of information lists to all lists including it
(B) # of followeEs, followeRs, reciprocal follows, lists,

followeR reciprocal followeR ratio, reciprocal followeE ratio
(C) reciprocity, number of common lists,

relationship frequency of replies by “@”,
frequency of RT of followeE’s tweets by followeR

tual communication. Reciprocal follow links do not neces-
sarily mean mutuality as explained in Section 2.

Figure 1 shows how some link types are plotted in the clas-
sification space generated by our three axes. Links to friends
are user-oriented and have mutuality, but not content-oriented.
Links to celebrities from fans are user-oriented but not content-
oriented, and do not have mutuality. Links by spammers
or socializers are neither user-oriented nor content-oriented.
The purpose of spammers is to send advertisements, so their
links do not have mutuality, while socializers expect to have
mutual communication. Follow-back links by information
sources or links without clear reasons are also neither user-
oriented nor content-oriented, and do not have mutuality.

Links to authoritative information sources are both content-
oriented and user-oriented, but do not have mutuality. Links
to non-authoritative information sources, e.g. a bot tweeting
weather reports, are content-oriented but not user-oriented,
and do not have mutuality. If a user follows some users
in order to join a discussion or a QA forum on a specific
topic, these follow links are content-oriented and have mu-
tuality. If the discussion is closed to a specific community,
or the QA forum is answered by authoritative people, the
links are also user-oriented, but if it is an open discussion or
non-authoritative forum, the links are not user-oriented.

Our three axes can classify most major link types as shown
above. Note that Figure 1 just shows how some of the major
link types are typically plotted, and we do not mean that
all follow links are classified into these eight types.

4. FEATURES FOR OUR CLASSIFIERS
We classify links by SVMs and decision trees as explained

before. We use three kinds of features listed in Table 1: (A)
properties of the followeE, (B) properties of the followeR,
and (C) properties related to the relationship between them.

The most basic features extracted from both the followeE
and the followeR of the link are: the number of followeEs,
the number of followeRs, the number of reciprocal follows,
and the number of lists including the user. We also compute
reciprocal followeE ratio and reciprocal followeR ratio, which
are defined as below, for both the followeE and the followeR.

reciprocal followeE ratio =
# of reciprocal follows

# of one’s followeE
and

reciprocal followeR ratio =
# of reciprocal follows

# of one’s followeR

Notice that the denominator of the former is “followeE” and
that of the latter is “followeR.”When the denominator is 0,
we let the ratio be 0. These two values, together with some
other features, can represent the following four cases:

(1) If both ratios are high, there are two cases. If the
user has many followeRs, then the user is probably an in-



formation source that follow-backs to all the followeRs. If
the user does not have many followeRs, the user is probably
communication-oriented user, and most of the followeRs and
the followeEs must be friends of the user.
(2) If the mutual followeE ratio is low and only the mutual

followeR ratio is high, there are mainly two cases. If the user
does not have many followeRs, then the user is probably
following some celebrities or information sources, but does
not have many followeRs except for his friends. If there are
many followeRs, the user may be an information source who
follows back to all the followeRs, or a socializer or a spammer
who obtains followeRs only by follow-backs.
(3) In contrast, if the mutual followeR ratio is low, and

only the mutual followeE ratio is high, the user is probably a
celebrity or an information source, who has many followers
but who is following other users only for communication.
(4) If both ratios are low, the user is probably a heavy

user active in both gathering and publishing information.
Another important information for classifying a follow link

is how the followeE of the link is typically followed by others.
A useful clue to that information is what kind of lists most
often includes the followeE. List is a function of Twitter
for grouping followeEs and creating separate timelines for
each group. Because users usually group the followeEs based
on the intention of following them, lists in Twitter can be
regarded as a kind of social tagging to the followeEs.
According to our survey of Twitter data, lists can be clas-

sified into information lists and community lists. Informa-
tion lists are used for grouping information sources of related
topics, and community lists are used for grouping users that
belong to a specific community, e.g., the classmates.
Given a follow link to classify, we first collect at most 20

lists including the followeE of the link, and classify them into
information lists and community lists. We then compute the
proportion of information lists among them and use it as a
property of the followeE as shown in (A) in Table 1. If the
followeE is mainly included in information lists, the link to
the followeE is probably for gathering information, and if it
is mainly included in community lists, the link is probably
for communication. If a followeE has no list including it, we
set it to 1/2, but there was no such a case in our data set.
We developed a method of automatically classifying lists

into these two types. According to [13], celebrities or in-
formation sources who have more followeRs than followeEs
account for only 20% of users. As a result, the ratio of mem-
bers who have more followeRs than followeEs in an informa-
tion list is usually far bigger than that in a community list.
Based on this observation, for each list, we compute ff (l),
the average ratio of the number of followeRs and followeEs
of members in a list l. We define ff (l) as follows:

ff (l) = 1
|member(l)|

∑
u∈member(l) ff (u)

where ff (u) =


0 if |followeR(u)| < |followeE(u)|
|followeR(u)| if |followeE(u)| = 0

|followeR(u)|/|followeE(u)| otherwise

where member(l) is the members in l, followeE(u) is the
followeEs of the user u, and followeR(u) is the followeRs of
u. This value is expected to be large when l is an information
list, and is expected to be small if l is a community list.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of this method, we ran-

domly collected lists from Twitter and manually classified
them until we obtained 100 information lists and 100 com-

Table 2: ff (l) of Information and Community Lists

ff (l) information community
average 2,694.8 25.3
standard deviation 5,057.1 79.5
median 571 0
min 0 0
max 21,534 471

Table 3: Precision/Recall for Classification of Lists
information community

precision 84.6% 88.8%
recall 89.7% 83.3%

munity lists. We excluded 2 information lists and 4 commu-
nity lists for which we could not obtain necessary informa-
tion, and computed ff (l) for the remaining 98 and 96 lists.
The results are shown in Table 2. ff (l) is 0 for most com-
munity lists, and its median is 0. On the other hand, ff (l)
for information lists are large, and even the median, 571, is
larger than the maximum value for community lists, 471.

Because the ranges of the values for information lists and
community lists overlap, we cannot perfectly separate these
two types of lists only by ff (l), but by using a threshold
value of 4, we can classify lists into the two types with the
precision and recall summarized in Table 3.

While types of lists including the followeE is useful, types
of lists the followeR owns are not very useful. Many users
group only a small fraction of their followeEs into lists, and
therefore, even if most lists owned by the followeR are infor-
mation lists, it does not necessarily imply that most follows
by the followeR is for gathering information.

We also use the features related to the relationship be-
tween the followeE and the followeR, listed in (C) in Ta-
ble 1. The most important one is a boolean value represent-
ing whether they follow each other. We also use the number
of common lists including both of them. If there are many
common lists, the followeE and the followeR may be celebri-
ties or authorities related to the same topic. On the other
hand, if there are only a few common lists, but the ratio
of the common lists to all lists including either of them is
high, it means whenever a list includes one of them, it also
includes the other. In such cases, these two users probably
belong to the same community. The frequency of replies us-
ing “@” is also a good indicator of mutuality. We also use
the frequency of the followeR’s “retweeting” (RT) of tweets
by the followeE. According to [23], that frequency is very
useful for estimating the similarity between their interests.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Data Set
Because our classification is based on subjective inten-

tion of followeRs, we cannot create a data set by crawling
Twitter data. Instead, we used a questionnaire on a crowd-
sourcing service.1 We sought Twitter users who have Twitter
accounts that are open to public and have more than 40 fol-
loweEs, and we obtained 44 applicants. For each of them,
we randomly chose 40 followeEs of the user, and ask the
user to answer whether each follow link has user-orientation,
content-orientation, and mutuality. Table 4 (1) shows the
breakdown of the data set, where we see the following facts.

1http://www.lancers.jp/



Table 4: Breakdown of Data along Each Axes and Breakdown of Data into Eight Classes
(1) the original data set consisting of 1760 follow links by 44 users:

yes no
user-oriented 935 825
content-oriented 1120 640
mutuality 263 1497

mutuality user-oriented

= yes yes no total
content- yes 155 26 181
oriented no 48 34 82

total 203 60 263

mutuality user-oriented

= no yes no total
content- yes 553 386 939
oriented no 179 379 558

total 732 765 1497

(2) the data set D1 including 840 follow links by 21 communication-oriented users:

yes no
user-oriented 395 445
content-oriented 431 409
mutuality 165 675

mutuality user-oriented
= yes yes no total

content- yes 75 19 94
oriented no 39 32 71

total 114 51 165

mutuality user-oriented
= no yes no total

content- yes 224 113 337
oriented no 57 281 338

total 281 394 675

(3) the data set D2 including 920 follow links by 23 information-gathering users:

yes no
user-oriented 540 380
content-oriented 689 231
mutuality 98 822

mutuality user-oriented
= yes yes no total

content- yes 80 7 87
oriented no 9 2 11

total 89 9 98

mutuality user-oriented
= no yes no total

content- yes 329 273 602
oriented no 122 98 220

total 451 371 822

(4) the final data set, which was used in the experiments, including 1253 follow links with 507 links removed:

yes no
user-oriented 725 528
content-oriented 803 450
mutuality 218 1035

mutuality user-oriented
= yes yes no total

content- yes 126 23 149
oriented no 40 29 69

total 166 52 218

mutuality user-oriented
= no yes no total

content- yes 410 244 654
oriented no 149 232 381

total 559 476 1035

(1) Content-oriented follows are slightly more frequent
than user-oriented follows. It is because of the 386 fol-
lows with content-orientation, without user-orientation, and
without mutuality (typically links to information sources).
(2) Follows with user-orientation and content-orientation

but without mutuality are the most frequent among 8 types.
(3) There are unexpected number (379, which is 21.5% of

1760) of links without user-orientation, content-orientation,
and mutuality. According to the questionnaire, they are
links “without any clear reasons.” The users have no clear
intention for more than 20% of their follow links.
(4) User-orientation and content-orientation are not exclu-

sive, rather they have weak positive correlation (r = 0.267).
User-orientation also has weak positive correlation with mu-
tuality (r = 0.202), but content-orientation has no correla-
tion with mutuality (p = 0.058, Pearson’s chi-square test).
Note that transitivity does not hold for correlation [14].
In order to see more details, we divided the data set into

two data sets. We first divided the 44 applicants into two
groups U1 and U2. U1 includes users whose reciprocal fol-
loweE ratio is larger or equal to 1/2, and U2 includes the
others. We regard U1 as communication-oriented users, and
U2 as information-gathering users. Among 44 users, 21 were
classified into U1 and 23 were classified into U2. We then
divided the data set into D1 consisting of follows by users
in U1, and D2 consisting of follows by users in U2.
Table 4 (2) and (3) show the breakdown of the data set

D1 and D2, respectively, where we see the following facts.
(1) The ratio of content-oriented follows in information-

gathering users is higher than that in communication-oriented
users. However, content-oriented follows are still more fre-
quent than user-oriented follows even in communication-
oriented users. It means that higher ratio of content-oriented
follows in the whole data set is not because of a small num-

ber of users that follow huge number of information sources.
(2) The ratio of user-oriented follows without content-

orientation and with mutuality (typically friend links) is
higher in communication-oriented users. On the other hand,
the ratio of user-oriented follows without content-orientation
and without mutuality (typically celebrity links), and the ra-
tio of content-oriented follows without user-orientation nor
mutuality (typically links to information sources) is higher
in information-gathering users.

5.2 Accuracy of Classification
Next, we explain our experiments on the link classifica-

tion. Among the 1,760 follow links in the data set, we ex-
cluded 507 links for which we could not obtain all informa-
tion listed in Table 1, and created a data set for the classifi-
cation experiments consisting of 1,253 follow links. Table 4
(4) shows the breakdown of this data set.

We tested classification by SVMs (LIBSVM2 with RBF
kernel, which uses one-against-one method for multi-class
classification) and by decision trees (scikit-learn3). For each
of them, we also compared two methods: classification com-
bining the results of three binary classifiers corresponding
to the three axes, and classification by a single 8-class clas-
sifier. For each method, we run the classifiers with various
combinations of feature sets (A), (B), and (C) in Table 1.

All the feature values were normalized to values within
[0,1]. For the number of followeEs and followeRs, we first
took a logarithm of the value, and then normalized it. The
result was evaluated with 10-fold cross validation.

The upper half of Table 5 shows the accuracy of classifica-
tion into eight classes. It also includes the accuracy by the
majority class method for comparison. For three out of four

2http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
3http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html



Table 5: Classification Accuracy with Various Feature Sets (and Majority Class Method)
features used A B C A+B A+C B+C A+B+C majority

three binary SVMs combined 30.97 36.95 33.52 36.95 34.08 50.20 42.70 32.72
three binary decision trees combined 25.30 48.36 33.52 43.58 27.29 54.91 43.26 32.72
single 8-class SVM 38.07 43.81 32.72 46.93 37.51 43.26 50.28 32.72
single 8-class decision tree 28.01 51.32 35.67 49.16 29.93 55.87 50.12 32.72

user-oriented 59.38 66.80 57.38 67.67 60.34 68.56 67.52 57.86
binary SVMs content-oriented 64.41 68.16 64.49 67.60 64.33 69.27 69.27 64.09

mutuality 82.28 83.96 85.63 84.12 85.16 88.87 87.63 82.60
user-oriented 57.62 72.79 57.38 67.52 55.95 73.34 69.03 57.86

binary decision trees content-oriented 55.95 74.62 63.93 70.15 56.58 76.78 70.31 64.09
mutuality 76.70 83.96 85.40 81.88 78.93 87.79 82.68 82.60

Table 6: Accuracy of Decision Trees for Two User Groups
A B C A+B A+C B+C A+B+C majority

three binary decision trees combined D1 20.60 36.80 20.42 35.04 21.83 47.36 35.04 28.35
D2 30.80 57.96 42.77 49.64 32.41 61.31 51.68 38.98

single 8-class decision tree D1 20.77 42.25 26.76 41.73 24.47 43.31 43.13 28.35
D2 32.85 58.83 42.04 55.77 34.60 61.46 57.37 38.98

Table 7: Accuracy of Decision Trees without Each
Feature

removed feature 3 binary 8-class
with all 43.26 50.12
(A) followeE
# of followeEs 42.14 49.24
# of followeRs 42.00 49.40
# of reciprocal follows 42.06 *50.68
# of lists 41.74 *50.44
reciprocal followeR ratio 42.54 49.40
reciprocal followeE ratio 42.38 *51.32
ratio of info-list/comm-list *44.05 49.24
(B) followeR
# of followeEs 42.86 47.65
# of followeRs *43.66 49.80
# of reciprocal follows 43.10 49.40
# of lists 42.78 49.00
reciprocal followeR ratio 42.54 49.24
reciprocal followeE ratio 40.30 *51.16
(C) relationship
reciprocity 42.38 49.24
# of common lists 42.06 *50.20
frequency of @ 40.94 48.76
frequency of RT 42.94 49.40

Table 8: Accuracy of Decision Trees without Each
Feature (without Features of (A) FolloweE)

removed feature 3 binary 8-class
with all 54.91 55.87
(B) followeR
# of followeEs 54.59 *56.03
# of followeRs 54.59 *55.95
# of reciprocal follows 54.91 *56.03
# of lists 54.75 *55.95
reciprocal followeR ratio *55.07 *55.95
reciprocal followeE ratio 54.83 *56.26
(C) relationship
reciprocity 51.86 52.83
# of common lists 53.23 *56.03
frequency of @ *55.23 *56.34
frequency of RT *55.23 55.79

methods, the feature set B+C achieves the highest accuracy.
It suggests that the type of a link does not depend solely on
the type of the followeE, and the type of the followeR is
more important. For both SVMs and decision trees, the dif-
ference between the accuracy of three binary classifiers and
a single 8-class classifier is not significant, which suggests
that the classification along the three axes can be done in-
dependently. For both the binary approach and the 8-class
approach, decision trees works slightly better than SVMs.

The lower half of Table 5 shows the accuracy of binary
classifiers for each axis. In all cases, B+C achieves the high-
est accuracy. The accuracy for mutuality is the highest, and
that for user-orientation and content-orientation are similar.

To identify which features are important, we trained and
ran decision trees with each properties removed. The result
is shown in Table 7. The result shows that the accuracy
becomes lowest when we remove reciprocal followeE ratio
for the three binary classifier method, and when we remove
frequency of @ for the 8-class classifier method. On the
other hand, when we remove properties marked with “*” in
Table 7, the accuracy was improved. However, the effect of
each property is not largely different from each other.

Because the accuracy with properties B+C is better than
that with A+B+C, we also ran experiments with removing
each properties starting from B+C. The result is shown in
Table 8. Also in this result, the effect of each property is not
largely different from each other. These results show that
no single property is prominent, and these many properties
collectively achieve the accuracy of the classification.

We also trained and ran decision trees on the data set D1

and D2 separately. Table 6 shows the result. This result
shows that the accuracy is far higher with D2 for both the
binary classifier method and the 8-class classifier method. It
is probably because of data skewness in D2 since the accu-
racy of the majority class method is also higher for D2.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we report the results of our experiments

of Twitter follow link classification into 8 types along the
following three axes: user-orientation, content-orientation,
and mutuality. Through a questionnaire to 44 Twitter users
on a crowdsourcing service, we collected a data set consisting



of 1760 follow links (40 links from each of the 44 users). In
this data set, we found the following facts.
(1) Content-oriented follows are slightly more frequent

than user-oriented follows (even in communication-oriented
users) because of many content-oriented follows without user-
orientation nor mutuality (typically links to information sources).
(2) Follows with user-orientation and content-orientation

but without mutuality are the most frequent among 8 types.
(3) More than 20% of follows are without clear intention.
(4) User-orientation and content-orientation are not exclu-

sive, rather have weak positive correlation. User-orientation
also has weak positive correlation with mutuality, while content-
orientation has no correlation with mutuality.
(5) User-oriented follows without content-orientation and

with mutuality (typically friend links) are more frequent
in communication-oriented users. On the contrary, user-
oriented follows without content-orientation nor mutuality
(typically celebrity links), and content-oriented follows with-
out user-orientation nor mutuality (typically information source
links) are more frequent in information-gathering users.
We also tested link classification by SVMs and decision

trees on this data set. We used various features of fol-
loweEs, followeRs, and their relationship. We also proposed
a method of classifying lists into information lists and com-
munity lists, and we used the ratio of these two types of lists
including the followeE. The results show the following facts.
(1) Link types do not solely depend on the followeEs.
(2) No single property can be a prominent discriminator.
(3) Classification accuracy for follows by information-gathering

users is higher probably because of data skewness.
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